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Abstract
We introduce a 1×N integrated power splitter for the multimode photonics platform. The
device converts an input laser beam into a higher-order mode beam, which afterwards is split.
The core of this setup is represented by a non-uniform array of N waveguides that allows
achieving arbitrary power splitting. The system exhibits high modal purity and is tested against
wavelength variations and fabrication errors. The possibility to include a multi-input port
configuration, leading to various power ratios via a single device, provides further flexibility.
Our analysis is validated by finite-element-method simulations. At the best of our knowledge,
this represents the first design of a device for arbitrary 1×N power splitting of higher-order
modes.
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(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Optical beam splitters are key building blocks of photonic
integrated circuits (PICs). Besides the obvious ability to split
and deliver the optical power in different points of a PIC, they
are at the core of several devices ranging fromMach–Zehnder
interferometers [1] up to optical filters [2] and equalizers [3].
The design of compact splitters is therefore functional to the
development of high-density, small and low-power consuming
PIC technology.

Traditionally, on-chip 1×N splitters are realized through
either cascade Y-junctions [4–6] or multimode interference
(MMI) structures [7–11]. The first benefit from a low sensit-
ivity to wavelength variation, leading to flat spectral response.
However, cascaded systems typically suffer a large footprint.
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Moreover, arbitrary splitting is achieved at the expense of
complex asymmetric structures even in the most simple case
of a 1× 2 splitter [12]. MMI devices exhibit a more compact
size and good fabrication tolerance. Nevertheless, arbitrary
power splitting requires either the support of external thermo-
optical or electro-optical modulators or the design of complex
configurations (e.g. butterfly geometry or cascade systems),
which are practically limited to the case of 1× 2 or 1× 3
splitters and make the device less robust against fabrication
imperfections [11, 13–15].

In this paper, we propose an alternative scheme for on-chip
power splitting, which is based on an array of waveguides
having non-uniform separation (non-uniform array). A beam
injected at the array input is split due to the coupling among
the waveguides. The splitting dynamics depends essentially on
the distance between adjacent waveguides and can therefore be
controlled by proper array design so as to achieve an arbitrary
power splitting ratio without resorting to complex geometries.

In addition, the proposed system can be designed so as to
achieve 1×N splitting of a given higher-order mode beam of
choice. In the last decade, multimode photonics has attracted
massive interest as it offers the tantalised prospect to extend
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the capabilities of the single-mode counterpart [16–21]. The
implementation of 1×N splitters of higher-order mode beams
is therefore a key operation as in the single-mode platform.
Since multimode photonics is a relatively young field of study,
this is a quite recent topic. In 2019 [22], a few-mode 1× 2
splitter has been proposed providing equal (non-arbitrary)
splitting. In 2020 [23], a MMI-based 1×N equal splitter has
been demonstrated working at 1.55µm, and a T-junction based
1× 2 splitter [24] has been proposed. At the best of our know-
ledge, our paper reports the first design of 1×N power splitters
for multimode photonics providing arbitrary power ratio and
spanning a bandwidth up to several tens of nanometers (in the
C-band). As such, we believe it will stimulate the research into
novel setups for the all-optical control of light in multimode
systems.

This work is organised as follows. In section 2, we intro-
duce the principle of operation and the governing equations
that describe light propagation in the system under study. In
sections 3 and 4, we discuss two examples of 1× 5 power split-
ters, investigating the robustness against fabrication errors and
wavelength variations. In section 5, we discuss the possibility
to obtain arbitrary power splitting ratios as well as a multi-
input port configuration that allows achieving different power
ratios with the same device. Section 6 sums up the main results
and conclusions. In the Appendix, we provide some analytical
tools to evaluate the modal purity at the output ports of the
array.

2. Principle of operation

The system under analysis consists of the three stages repres-
ented in figure 1.

Stage-1 is a directional coupler with asymmetric wave-
guides, which is used to generate a higher order mode. There-
fore, this stage is not needed if the higher-order mode is gen-
erated externally or if we aim to split the fundamental modes
quasi-TE00/TM00 (hereafter we omit the prefix quasi- for the
sake of simplicity). The input waveguide of the coupler is
excited by an external laser beam coupled to the TE00 (TM00)
mode. By properly setting thewidth of the twowaveguides, the
TE00(TM00) mode of the input waveguide is phase-matched
with one specific higher-order mode of the output waveguide
[25]. This leads to an effective conversion from the TE00
(TM00) mode to the higher-order mode in the output wave-
guide. The output waveguide of the coupler is prolonged and
becomes the input waveguide of stage-2.

Stage-2 is an array of N identical waveguides that repres-
ent the core of the proposed device. The coupling among the
waveguides splits the beam in input from stage-1 into several
replica. Hereafter, we indicate with Wn the waveguides of the
array numbered from n= 1 to n=N (see figure 1). Differently
from standard uniform arrays, where the distance between
each pair of adjacent waveguides is the same, here each pair
of adjacent waveguides Wn and Wn−1 is separated by a dis-
tinct distance dn−1,n (see figure 1). The system is therefore

Figure 1. Schematic of the power splitter. The mode converter in
stage-1 converts an external laser beam to a higher order mode beam
(which is TM01 in this example). In stage-2, the beam is split among
the different waveguides of the non-uniform array. An arbitrary
splitting ratio is achieved by proper design of the array geometry
(length and distances among the waveguides).The optional stage-3
allows increasing the separation between the beams at the system
output. The inset on the right shows the notation used in this paper
to indicate waveguides (W1,W2,W3) and distances (d12,d23).

characterized by N degrees of freedoms, namely, the array
length L and the (N− 1) distances between the different pairs
of adjacent waveguides. This allows controlling the power of
all theN replica at the array output. In other words, by properly
setting the array length and the distances between the wave-
guides, we can impose an arbitrary output power distribution.
This is not possible in a uniform array, where the uniform dis-
tance among adjacent waveguides reduces to two the degrees
of freedom.

When the dynamics is dominated by the linear coupling
among adjacent waveguides (nearest-neighbour approach),
light propagation in the array is well described by the follow-
ing system of ordinary differential equations [26]:

∂zA(n,z) = jβn ·A(n,z)+ jCn,n−1 ·A(n− 1,z)

+ jCn,n+1 ·A(n+ 1,z) (1)

where A(n,z) and βn are respectively the amplitude of
the beam in waveguide Wn and its corresponding wave-
vector, whereas Cn,n−1 (Cn,n+1) is the coupling coeffi-
cient between the waveguides Wn and Wn−1 (Wn and
Wn+1). Both the wave-vectors and the coupling coefficients
refer to the spatial mode in input at the array from stage-
1 (e.g. mode TM01 in figure 1). Note that for the first
(n = 1) and the last (n = N) waveguide of the array coup-
ling occurs only with one neighbour, therefore the corres-
ponding equations reduce to ∂zA(1,z) = jβ1A(1,z)+ jC1,2 ·
A(2,z) and ∂zA(N,z) = jβNA(N,z)+ jCN,N−1 ·A(N− 1,z),
respectively. The coupling coefficients are calculated as
follows [27]:

Cn,n−1 = Cn−1,n =
1
2

(
β
(ev)
n,n−1(d)−β

(od)
n,n−1(d)

)
(2)
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Figure 2. The coupling coefficient Cn−1,n is computed from the
supermodes of the isolated coupler formed by waveguidesWn−1 and
Wn. The supermodes under consideration are those related to the
mode in input at the array. For example, if the mode in input at the
array is TM01, as in figure 1, then the even and odd supermodes to
consider are those respectively formed by the combination in-phase
(panel (a)) and anti-phase (panel (b)) of the mode TM01 in
waveguides Wn−1 and Wn.

where d≡ dn,n−1, β
(ev)
n,n−1(d) and β

(od)
n,n−1(d) represent

respectively the wave-vectors of the even and the odd super-
modes of the isolated coupler formed by waveguides Wn and
Wn−1 separated by a distance d, as illustrated in figure 2. The
formula in equation (2) provides an accurate estimation of
the coupling length among adjacent waveguides even in the
case of strong coupling (i.e. very close waveguides), which is
critical to the design of compact arrays. This is confirmed by
comparison with finite-element-method (FEM) simulations,
as discussed in the next sections.

The system of differential equation (1) is completed with
the boundary conditions that define the input and output amp-
litudes A(n,z= 0) and A(n,z= L), respectively. In the system
under analysis, only one waveguide Wnin of the array is fed in
input (in figure 1 Wnin =W3 is the central waveguide), there-
fore the input condition reads A(nin,z= 0) = A0, A0 being
the input amplitude; whereas A(n,z= 0) = 0 for all the other
waveguides Wn with n ̸= nin.The output condition is arbitrar-
ily chosen based on the desired splitting ratio. For example, if
we target an equal power splitting then we impose all the out-
put amplitudes A(n,z= L) to have the same magnitude, that
is, |A(1,z= L)|= |A(n,z= L)| ∀n.

Given equation (1) along with the above-mentioned input
and output boundary conditions, we can then recover the
corresponding coupling coefficients and the array length.
Once the coupling coefficients Cn,n−1 are found, we calcu-
late the corresponding distances dn,n−1 among the waveguides
Wn and Wn−1.

The final result is that we determine the array geometry
(distances between waveguides and length of the array) lead-
ing to the desired power splitting ratio at the array output.

The last stage of the system under analysis is stage-3. In
this optional stage the separation among adjacent waveguides

is increased as illustrated in figure 1, which could facilitate the
independent manipulation of the beams at the system output.

3. Design of a TE00 1×5 equal power splitter

In this section, we design a power splitter based on the prin-
ciples illustrated in the previous section. We focus on the
simplest scenario where the mode in input at the array is
the fundamental mode TE00, which does not require any
mode conversion. Consequently, stage-1 is not present. We
also ignore stage-3 at the moment and focus only on stage-2,
which is the core of the system. A complete example includ-
ing stages-1 and 3, as well as the use of a higher-order mode,
is reported in section 4.

We focus here on a 1× 5 splitter, however the design could
be easily scaled up to a larger number N. The array is made
of five identical 400× 300 nm silicon waveguides embedded
in silica, with the central waveguide W3 excited by a TE00
beam at the input. The input boundary condition reads there-
fore: A(3,z= 0) = A0, A(n,z= 0) = 0 for n= {1,2,4,5}. For
the sake of simplicity, we consider here a symmetric geometry
with respect to the central waveguide W3, namely, with dis-
tances d12 = d45 and d23 = d34. Under this condition, the solu-
tion of equation (1) takes a relatively simple form, which is:

|A(1,z)|= |A(5,z)|=
∣∣∣∣A0R
p2

− A0R
p2

cos(C12pz)

∣∣∣∣
|A(2,z)|= |A(4,z)|=

∣∣∣∣A0R
p

sin(C12pz)

∣∣∣∣
|A(3,z)|=

∣∣∣∣A0

p2
+

2A0R2

p2
cos(C12pz)

∣∣∣∣
(3)

where R= C23/C12 and p = (1+ 2R2)1/2. From equation (3),
we see that the evolution of the amplitudes A(n,z) depends
only on the product C12z and the ratio R. Therefore, the power
distribution at the array output does not change if the array
length is increased (decreased) by a given factor and the coup-
ling coefficients are simultaneously decreased (increased) by
the same factor. This rescaling property can be generalised to
the case of an arbitrary number N of waveguides, and provides
a useful degree of freedom when one wants to resize the array
so as to increase or decrease the total length or the distance
between the waveguides.

Let us now consider the case of equal splitting
where all the five waveguides share the same amount of
power at the output, namely |A(n,z= L)|2 = 0.2A2

0 ∀n,
where A0

2 is the total input power at the array. Under
this output boundary condition, two distinct solutions
of equation (3) are found that read R= 0.618, C12L=
|1.393+ 2πk/p| and R= 1.618, C12L= |0.953+ 2πk/p|,
with k ∈ Z. Without loss of generality, we focus here on
the case R= 1.618, C12L= 0.953 and we fix the operation
wavelength λ= 1.55 µm.

Figure 3 displays the coupling coefficient computed from
equation (2) (for mode TE00) at λ= 1.55 µm and as a func-
tion of the distance between adjacent waveguides. Clearly,
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Figure 3. Coupling coefficient vs distance computed from equation
(2) for the case of Si-waveguides in silica cladding. Waveguides size
is 400× 300 nm. The black squares highlight the value of the
coupling coefficients C12 and C23 when the distance is set
respectively to d≡ d12 = 255 nm and d≡ d23 = 200 nm. These
coefficients satisfy the relation R= C23/C12 = 1.618.

Figure 4. (a) Normalized power vs wavelength for waveguides
W1,2,3,4,5 at the output of the 1× 5 array. Both analytical results
(dashed lines) as per equation (3) and results from FEM simulations
(circles) are reported. (b) FEM simulation of the array at λ= 1.55
µm illustrating the evolution of the normalized magnitude of the
electric field. (c)–(e) Cross sections at positions (i), (ii) and (iii),
respectively.

there are infinite pairs {d12,d23} that satisfy the relation
R= C23/C12 = 1.618. However, in our case the aim is design-
ing a compact array: with this in mind, we choose the relat-
ively small distances d12 = 255 nm and d23 = 200 nm. As we
can see from figure 3, the corresponding coupling coefficients
areC12 = 4.50× 104 m−1 andC23 = 7.27× 104 m−1. Finally,
from the relation C12L= 0.953, we find the array length,
which is L= 21.18 µm. This concludes the array design: the
distances d12, d23 and the array length L have been identified
that allow equal splitting at the array output.

Figure 5. Illustration of power imbalance Im for the uniform
(a) and non-uniform (b) 1× 5 array. Different colours identify
different levels of Im. In the case of the uniform array the power
imbalance is remarkable (>4 dB) at each wavelength. On the
contrary, in the case of the non-uniform array equal splitting
(Im= 0 dB) can be achieved at any wavelength for a proper array
length. Note that the line of equal splitting (not illustrated) lies
within the red region, which identifies the points where Im< 1 dB.

It should be noted however that these parameters are strictly
valid at the reference wavelength λ = 1.55 µm. In order
to test the system bandwidth, we run numerical simulations
for input wavelengths in the range 1.50–1.60 µm. In first
instance, we use the formulas in equation (3) to calculate
the power |A(n,z= L)|2 at the output of waveguide Wn. For
each wavelength under test, the coupling coefficients C12 and
C23 are calculated from equation (2) by taking into account
for the material dispersion of silicon [28] and silica [29]. In
figure 4(a), we report the output power normalized to 0.2A2

0 (so
that 0 dB indicates equal splitting). As expected, almost equal
splitting is found at 1.55 µm. In addition, the output power
in each waveguide exhibits ±0.5 dB uniformity in the band
1.547–1.557 µm.

In order to confirm the validity of the aforementioned res-
ults and of the model described by equations (1) and (3), FEM
simulations of the array have been performed (figure 4(b)).
In these simulations, the input beam at the array is the fun-
damental mode TE00 of the central waveguide. At the out-
put of the array, the power coupled to the mode TE00 in the
waveguide Wn is computed through modal decomposition as
detailed in the Appendix. As reported in figure 4(a), the results
of the FEM simulations match well the analytical predictions
of equation (3).

It is worth noting that the non-uniformity of the array
is the key-feature leading to the desired equal splitting in
this example and, more in general, to any arbitrary power
splitting. This is actually not achievable through standard
uniform arrays. Figure 5 compares the power imbalance Im
between the maximum and minimum powers at the output
of a 1× 5 uniform array (d12 = d23 = 200 nm) and of the

4
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non-uniform array under test (d12 = 255 nm, d23 = 200 nm),
namely, Im=maxn{|A(n,z= L)|2}/minm{|A(m,z= L)|2}.
We see that the uniform array does not allow to achieve equal
power splitting, whereas in the case of the non-uniform array
equal splitting (Im= 0 dB) can be achieved at any wavelength
for a proper array length.

4. Design of a TM01 1× 5 equal power splitter

In this section, we illustrate a system that performs mode con-
version in stage-1, then splitting in stage-2 and finally wave-
guide separation in stage-3.

The mode converter of stage-1 is displayed in figure 6.
In this example, an external laser beam is coupled to the
TM00 mode at the input waveguide of the mode converter
(figure 6(b)), which is then converted to a TM01 beam in the
output waveguide (figure 6(d)). The conversion is maximized
under the phase-matching condition n(in)00 = n(out)01 , where n(in)00

and n(out)01 are respectively the effective index of mode TM00 in
the input waveguide and of mode TM01 in the output wave-
guide [25]. From figure 6(a), we observe that this condition
is achieved when the widths of the input and output wave-
guides are 275 nm and 700 nm, respectively (at λ= 1.55 µm
and for a thickness of 500 nm, which allows strong confine-
ment of the TM01 mode). The distance between the input and
output waveguide is not a critical parameter, but rather defines
the coupling length for which effective TM00 to TM01 con-
version occurs. The FEM simulation displayed in figure 6(c)
shows that when the distance is 90 nm then the coupling length
is ∼ 4.05 µm. Moreover, the mode converter has large band-
width, since large conversion >93% is obtained in the whole
spectral range from 1.50 to 1.575 µm.

The output waveguide of the mode converter is prolonged
and becomes the input waveguide for the array in stage-2.
Here, we still focus on a 1× 5 array symmetric with respect
to the central waveguideW3, so that the analytical solutions in
equation (3) hold true. Waveguide W3 plays the role of input
waveguide for the array (as in figure 1). In this example the
array waveguides have the same size of the output waveguide
of the mode converter, which is 700× 500 nm. This allows
minimising the reflection losses at the interface between stage-
1 and stage-2. Note however that a taper could be used to
accommodate a different size.

The design of the array follows the same steps outlined
in the previous section. We first compute the coupling coef-
ficient versus the distance among adjacent waveguides from
equation (2), and we find therefore two distances d12 and
d23 such that the corresponding ratio R= C23/C12 = 1.618.
Finally, the optimal array length L= 0.953/C12 is found. In
this example, the parameters turn out to be d12 = 251 nm,
d23 = 200 nm and L= 16.39 µm.

When one wants to increase the separation among the out-
put beams of the array, stage-3 is implemented. It is worth
noting that reflection and radiation losses (see Appendix) turn
out to be negligible thanks to the large radius of curvature
in stage-3 and the minimisation of discontinuities along the

Figure 6. (a) Effective indexes of the TM00 and TM01 modes as a
function of the waveguide width at λ= 1.55 µm (fixed thickness =
500 nm). The two effective indexes are equal when the widths are
respectively 275 nm and 700 nm (see dashed lines). (b)–(d) FEM
simulation of the mode converter (stage-1) at λ= 1.55 µm. The
input waveguide is excited with a TM00 beam (see cross section in
panel (b)), which is then converted into a TM01 beam in the output
waveguide (see cross-section in panel (d)).

propagation direction. As a general rule, for a given waveguide
geometry, spatial mode and wavelength, it is always possible
to find a radius of curvature beyond which radiation losses
become negligible. In the example under analysis, the FEM
simulations show that radiation losses are <–20 dB for all the
modeswhen the radius is 8µm,which is used in external wave-
guidesW1,5 (whereas it is 12 µm forW2,4). Absorption losses,
which are of the order of 1 dB cm−1 in silicon, are negligible
as well due to the short propagation distance. Note also that at
the entry of stage-3 the waveguides are still strongly coupled.
The coupling then decreases as long as the separation among
thewaveguides increases, until the waveguides are finally fully
decoupled. Therefore, in order to account for the initial coup-
ling in stage-3, the optimal length of stage-2 previously cal-
culated (L= 16.39 µm) is reduced to L= 14.35 µm. Our FEM
simulations are summarised in figure 7. Figures 7(e) and (f)
display the output power normalized to 0.2A0

2 and coupled
to modes TM00 and TM01. High modal purity is found (see
Appendix), with >15 dB extinction ratio between the TM01
and the TM00 mode at each wavelength. Even larger extinc-
tion ratios (>30 dB) are found between the TM01 mode and
the other guided modes. We can see in figure 7(e) that all the
waveguides exhibit almost equal power splitting with±0.5 dB
uniformity over a bandwidth of ∼12 nm centred at 1.55 µm.

We point out that both the actual width of the wave-
guides and their mutual distances could deviate from the
designed values due to fabrication errors. This may impact
the ability to achieve the desired power splitting ratio at the

5
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Figure 7. (a) FEM simulation of the TM01 1× 5 splitter (stage-2
and stage-3) at λ= 1.55 µm, illustrating the evolution of the
normalized magnitude of the electric field. (b)–(d) Cross sections at
positions (i), (ii) and (iii), respectively. (e)–(f) Normalized output
power coupled to modes TM00 and TM01 in waveguidesW1,5
(orange), W2,4 (green), W3 (blue).

system output. Indeed, on the one hand a variation of the
relative size amongwaveguides induces a phase-mismatch and
consequently reduces the maximum transfer of energy from
one waveguide to another; and on the other hand, a random
variation of the distance between two adjacent waveguides
induces a random variation of their coupling length. We have
therefore tested the system performance by adding a random
deviation of ±7.5 nm to all the waveguides widths and their
mutual distances. This deviation is compatible with fabrica-
tion errors in standard lithography [30, 31]. When introdu-
cing this random deviation, the array symmetry with respect
to the central waveguide is lost and we cannot therefore rely
on equation (3). One must solve numerically equation (1),
where contrary to the previous case the propagation con-
stants βn are generally different each other, and similarly all
the coupling coefficients Cn,n−1 and Cn,n+1 must be com-
puted by taking into account the specific size and distance for
each couple of waveguides. The main outcome of this ana-
lysis is that the system is robust against random deviations.
Indeed, the 12 nm bandwidth is preserved, the only differ-
ence being that the central wavelength of the bandwidth, rather
than being fixed at 1.55 µm, is randomly distributed in the
range 1.547–1.553 µm. In other words, one should accept a
deviation of ±3 nm of the central wavelength. It should be
noted that the impact of fabrication errors can be mitigated by

increasing the waveguides width, which reduces the relative
error induced by the ±7.5 nm random deviation.

More in general, we believe that by proper optimizing the
array length and the coupling coefficients (also exploiting the
rescaling property discussed in section 3), one may be able
to increase both the device robustness and bandwidth. This
is however a complex topic that would deserve a separate
investigation.

5. System flexibility: arbitrary power splitting and
multi-input systems

The design principles illustrated in the previous sections can
be exploited to achieve an arbitrary power splitting ratio at the
output, which represents a distinctive feature of the system
under analysis. As anticipated in section 1, differently from
MMI or Y-junctions cascaded structures, here the system com-
plexity does not increase when targeting non-equal splitting.
The design of stage-1 and stage-3 remains unaltered, whereas
stage-2 is still an array of straight waveguides whose mutual
distances are properly set so as to achieve the targeted splitting
ratio.

Figure 8 illustrates two examples that refer to a TM01
power splitter. In both cases stage-1 is the same as in the pre-
vious section, allowing conversion from TM00 to TM01, and
the waveguides in stage-2 are 700× 500 nm. However, in the
first case displayed in figure 8(a), rather than targeting equal
splitting (20%) at all the output waveguides, we target instead
equal splitting in four out five waveguides, which are W1,2,4,5

with 24.5% power ratio. This is equivalent to a 1× 4 equal
splitter with a small amount of residual power (2%) in the
central waveguide W3 to be used for monitor/feedback pur-
poses. We can still use the analytical formulas in equation (3)
with input boundary condition |A(3,z= 0)|2 = A2

0, A(n,z=
0) = 0 for n = {1,2,4,5}). However, in this case the
output boundary condition reads |A(n,z= L)|2 = A2

0 · 0.245
(n = {1,2,4,5}) and |A(3,z= L)|2 = A2

0 · 0.02. One solu-
tion of equation (3) under these boundary conditions is
given by R= C23/C12 = 1.387 and L= 1.04/C12. We choose
C12 = 6.78× 104 m−1 and C23 = 9.41× 10m−1, to which
it finally corresponds d12 = 235 nm, d23 = 200 nm and
L = 15.33 µm. Figure 8(a) shows the normalized power at the
output of the corresponding array. We observe that the tar-
geted 1× 4 equal splitting in the external waveguidesW1,2,4,5

is achieved with uniformity of ± 0.4 dB across the C-band
1.53–1.56 µm.

Figure 8(b) displays a different example where the tar-
geted splitting ratios for the waveguides from W1 to W5 are
respectively 30%, 15%, 10%, 15% and 30%. Following the
same steps illustrated in the previous examples, we find that
this splitting ratio can be achieved by setting d12 = 200 nm,
d23 = 250 nm and L = 17.27 µm.

As a further evidence of the flexibility offered by our
system, we point out that different power splitting ratios
can be achieved depending on the input waveguide used to

6
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Figure 8. Normalized power vs wavelength for two different TM01
splitters. (a) The array has d12 = d45 = 235 nm, d23 = d34 = 200 nm
and L = 15.33 µm. Equal splitting (24.5%) with uniformity
±0.5 dB is reached across the C-band in waveguidesW1,2,4,5, with
small residual power in the central waveguide (2% at λ = 1.55 µm).
(b) The array has d12 = d45 = 200 nm, d23 = d34 = 250 nm and
L = 17.27 µm. Unequal splitting is achieved, being 30% in
waveguides W1,5 (±0.5 dB uniformity across the C-band), 15% in
waveguides W2,4 (±0.5 dB uniformity) and 10% in waveguides W3

(±1 dB uniformity).

feed the array. This idea of multi-input port configuration is
illustrated in figure 9, where two independent mode converters
are present in stage-1 so that the input waveguide to stage-
2 can be either W3 or W5. Let us consider for example the
array designed in section 4, with d12 = 251 nm, d23 = 200 nm
and L = 14.35 µm. We have already seen in section 4 that
when the input waveguide to stage-2 is W3, then we obtain
equal splitting with ±0.5 dB uniformity over a bandwidth
of 12 nm (see figure 7). However, when feeding the array
from waveguide W5 (A(5,z= 0) = A0, A(n,z= 0) = 0 for
n = {1,2,3,4}), we obtain unequal power splitting ratio of
45%, 30%, 20% respectively in waveguides W5,W4,W3 with
<±0.5 dB uniformity across the C-band, whereas 5% power
ratio in W2 with ±1 dB uniformity.

We stress however that it is not possible, in general, to
design the array in such a way to achieve two arbitrary power
ratios for two different input waveguides. This would indeed
require 2N degrees of freedom, whereas only N are available
as previously discussed. In other words, we can design an
array geometry that provides an arbitrary splitting ratio for
a given input waveguide; however, this geometry fixes the
splitting ratio that is obtained when entering from a different
waveguide.

Figure 9. (a) Multi-input system. Two distinct and uncoupled
mode-converters in stage-1 allow injecting the TM01 mode on
either waveguideW3 (red arrows) or W5 (blue arrows) of the array,
leading to different power ratios. (b) Normalized output power
(coupled to mode TM01) when the input waveguide isW5. Note: the
case of W3 input waveguide is illustrated in figure 7.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a new setup for the
implementation of a 1×N integrated power splitter. The
system consists of a mode converter that allows conversion of
the input laser beam into a higher order spatial mode of choice,
which is followed by an array of coupled waveguides. An
optional stage can be added to increase the separation between
the output waveguides. The non-uniformity of the array turns
out to be the key to achieve arbitrary power splitting at the out-
put, which is generally not possible in standard uniform arrays.
The strong coupling among the array waveguides leads to effi-
cient splitting within a relatively short propagation distance,
which makes the total array footprint of the order of 10 µm2

per waveguide.
The propagation of light in the array is well described by the

coupled equations (1). These equations, along with the bound-
ary conditions, allow a straightforward inverse design of the
array geometry.

Finite-element-method simulations validate the model and
demonstrate that high-modal purity is achieved at the sys-
tem output. A few examples of 1× 5 splitters robust against
fabrication errors have been provided, exhibiting a band-
width up to 30 nm in the C-band with ±0.5 dB uniformity
(figures 8 and 9).
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We stress that the design principles here illustrated are
valid for any spatial mode and number N of waveguides.
The ability to achieve different splitting ratios in the multi-
input port configuration adds further flexibility to the device.
Moreover, differently from Y-splitters and MMIs, arbitrary
splitting ratio is achieved without increasing the system com-
plexity. In this regard, it is worth noting that the fabric-
ation of the proposed splitter would be based on stand-
ard and well-developed silicon platform and cleanroom
nanofabrication techniques [32, 33]. Starting from a silicon-
on-insulator wafer, the splitter would be patterned into sil-
icon using e-beam lithography followed by a full reactive
ion etching. Finally, a protective micron thick silica clad-
ding would be deposited via plasma enhanced chemical vapor
deposition.

It should also be noted that the ability to provide arbit-
rary power ratio does not come at the expenses of a
large footprint or reduced bandwidth, which are compar-
able to recent solutions based on T-junctions and MMI
technology [22, 23].

For all these reasons, we believe the proposed technology
represents a viable solution to implement flexible and compact
integrated power splitters for the multimode photonics plat-
form.
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Appendix. FEM simulations and mode
decomposition

Differently from the coupled equations in equation (1), which
implicitly assume the optical field to be carried by a single for-
ward spatial mode, the FEM analysis accounts for the full spa-
tial profile of light and allows analysing back-reflection, radi-
ation losses and parasitic intermodal coupling that may arise
due to bending, intermodal cross-talk and the discontinuity at
the interface between the different stages.

In our simulations the system performance is simulated as
a function of the wavelength λ. The total electric and mag-
netic fields in the waveguide Wn reads E(n,x,y,z)eiωt and
H(n,x,y,z)eiωt, with ω = 2πc/λ. Since the transverse modes
of each waveguide Wn represent a complete set of solutions

for the Maxwell equations, E(n,x,y,z) and H(n,x,y,z) can be
written as a linear combination of the forward and backward
modes as follow [34]:

E(t)(n,x,y,z) =
∑
p

[Ap(n,z)+Bp(n,z)]e(t)p (n,x,y) (4a)

H(t)(n,x,y,z) =
∑
p

[Ap(n,z)−Bp(n,z)]h
(t)
p (n,x,y) (4b)

where ep(n,x,y) and hp(n,x,y) are respectively the electric
and magnetic field of the p-spatial mode of waveguide Wn

at wavelength λ, with superscript (t) indicating the transverse
component (plane xy). Ap(n,z) and Bp(n,z) are respectively
the forward and backward coefficients of the decomposition.
For notational simplicity, here the summation

∑
includes the

continuum of radiative (non-guided) modes.
The real part of the integral of the complex Poynting vec-

tor along z, namely Ptot(n,z) = (1/2)
´
xyℜ[E

(t)(n,x,y,z)×
H∗(t)(n,x,y,z)]dxdy, provides the total power flow at pos-
ition z in the waveguide Wn [35]. We rewrite this integ-
ral by inserting the decomposition in equation (4), from
which we find Ptot(n,z) =

∑
p(|Ap(n,z)|2 − |Bp(n,z)|2)Ip(n),

where Ip(n) = (1/2)
´
xyℜ[e

(t)
p (n,x,y)×h(∗t)p (n,x,y)]dxdy.

Written in this way, we recognize the contribution to
the total power of the forward (fwd) and backward
(bwd) p−mode, namely, Pp,fwd(n,z) = |Ap(n,z)|2Ip(n) and
Pp,bwd(n,z) = |Bp(n,z)|2Ip(n), respectively.

In the case of guided modes, the coefficients Ap and
Bp can be easily isolated by exploiting the orthogonal-

ity relation between guided modes, i.e.
´
xy e

(t)
p (n,x,y)×

h∗(t)q (n,x,y)dxdy= 0 if q ̸= p. We multiply the left and right

sides of equation (4a) by×h∗(t)p (n,x,y) and we integrate in xy.
Similarly, we multiply the left and right sides of equation (4b)
by ×e∗(t)p (n,x,y) and we integrate in xy. Doing so, we finally
find the following relations:

Ap =

´
xyE

(t)
p (n,x,y)×h∗(t)p (n,x,y)dxdy

2Ip

+

´
xyH

(t)
p (n,x,y)× e∗(t)p (n,x,y)dxdy

2I∗p
(5a)

Bp =

´
xyE

(t)
p (n,x,y)×h∗(t)p (n,x,y)dxdy

2Ip

−
´
xyH

(t)
p (n,x,y)× e∗(t)p (n,x,y)dxdy

2I∗p
. (5b)

These formulas describes the forward and backward power
carried by each guided mode, and so ultimately allows evalu-
ating reflection and radiation losses as well as the modal purity
at the system output.
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